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Abstract:

Service design PhD education can act as a springboard for social innovations. This paper proposes five educational emphases that facilitate this goal and discusses their challenges. The PhD education journey starts with a vision focused on social sustainability. The relational dimension in design is explored as critical knowledge that informs the PhD research. Collaborations with communities or organizations need to be incorporated in the research methods. Ideally, research outcomes can involve proposing a service system or service improvements supported by hybrid touchpoints, and the potential for social impact should be part of the PhD research’s contributions. This paper contributes to the discussion of design education and social innovation by explaining social driving forces for this educational approach, the five educational emphases, their relationship to elements of PhD research, their challenges, and current PhD research topics.
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Introduction: Contexts of service design in social innovations

Societies around the world are facing complicated challenges, such as cultural clashes, environmental degradation, declining emotional wellbeing, and problematic access to social service and healthcare. These societal challenges call for positive transformations in communities (Burns et al. 2006). Service design is increasingly geared towards transformative aims (Sangiorgi 2011) to improve quality of life, with service designers striving to achieve positive transformations. Service design strategies and methods are increasingly employed by both governments and organizations to generate social innovations that help solve societal problems (Holmlid 2009) (Kimbell 2009) (Design Commission 2013) (UK Design Council et al. 2013).

Social innovations often involve the design of holistic service systems – including elements such as service interactions, service procedures, tangible evidence of service, and online service platforms. In response to rising societal challenges and the increasingly crucial role service designers play in tackling these challenges to bring about positive transformations, this paper proposes that service design PhD education can adapt five educational emphases to foster social innovations.

Five educational emphases

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the five educational emphases and some elements of PhD research, including research questions, critical knowledge, methods, outcomes and contributions. How each educational emphasis facilitates social innovation and particular challenges are explained below. This model is purposefully broad so it is applicable across different PhD research topics under the umbrella theme of service design for social innovation.
Figure 1 Five educational emphases that facilitate social innovations in service design PhD education

(Original work by Kathy Pui Ying Lo)

(1) Social sustainability as a vision

Social sustainability needs to be an empowering vision that propels service design PhD research related to tackling societal challenges or improving quality of life. As a contrast to environmental and economic sustainability in the three pillars of sustainability (Adams 2006), social sustainability is in need of further development (Manzini 2007) (Littig and Grießler 2005). Social sustainability can be defined as a condition when “the formal and informal processes, systems, structures and relationships actively support the capacity of current and future generations to create healthy and livable communities. Socially sustainable communities are equitable, diverse, connected and democratic and provide a good
quality of life.” (WACOSS quoted in McKenzie 2004, 18) Service design and social innovation fit well with this broader vision. An anthropological analysis of services shows that service design is often responsive to local social contexts with the aim of human betterment (Blomberg and Darrah 2014). Social innovations harness collaborative creativity in communities to generate and diffuse new and more sustainable ways of living (Manzini 2005).

Social sustainability is an overarching theme that PhD students can aspire to when they clarify their research at an early stage. They should be encouraged to link their research interests with this broader vision. The challenges are: firstly, getting PhD students to understand the importance of social sustainability, and secondly, helping them identify the linkage between the broader concept of social sustainability and their particular research topics at hand. The linkage can then be actualized through manageable research questions that embody the vision of social sustainability.

(2) Exploration of the relational dimension in design

Social innovations are “new ideas (products, services and models) that simultaneously meet social needs (more effectively than alternatives) and create new social relationships or collaborations” (Bureau of European Policy Advisers 2011). As such, it is beneficial for PhD students to acquire critical knowledge about the relational dimension of service design. For example, the concept of “relational messages in design” advocates that relational factors need to be considered in service design to harmonize the relationships between service providers and users, as well as among service users (Lo, 2011a, 2011b). In terms of harmonizing the relationships between service providers and users, the model outlines design strategies for conveying positive relational messages in service evidence, including care, importance and trust (Lo 2011a). That means, firstly, actualize the service spirit of care in details by designing service evidence that makes the abstract concept of care tangible. Secondly, customize service features according to the needs and preferences of the target users to show the
importance of these users. And thirdly, optimize users’ interactions with the service system by empathizing with users to avoid miscommunicating messages of distrust.

In terms of harmony between users, the concept of relational messages in design can be applied in the design and study of service that involves multiple types of users, especially for sharing purposes. For example, based on the concept of relational messages in design, Tamada, Lo and Mitchell proposed the Relationship Model for Sharing Service (Tamada, Lo and Mitchell 2015) to examine the relationships between different types of users in a sharing service system, namely “service facilitator”, “receive-demand customer” and “give-demand customer”. For instance, in the service system of Airbnb, the “service facilitator” is the Airbnb service provider; the “receive-demand customer” is the traveler who books the accommodation; and the “give-demand customer” is the local host sharing the home as accommodation space. Studying the interactions between the three types of users will generate insights that inform designing service for harmony between users.

The concept of relational service (Cipolla and Manzini 2009) is also useful. It states that relational service is designed “to start up, support, and continuously sustain interpersonal encounters between the participants.” (Cipolla and Manzini 2009, 50) Cipolla (2007) also highlights the importance of relational qualities in service design, which resonates with social innovations’ focus on community relationships. Theories about relational messages in design and relational service can serve as appropriate theoretical foundations to support service design PhD research related to social innovations. PhD researchers should be encouraged to explore these theories about the relational dimension in design and build critical knowledge in this aspect.

The main challenge of this exploration is in understanding the structure of invisible power, political and social relations in the development of social innovation. For example, different stakeholders have
different concerns. In the process of developing social innovation, it is natural for each group of
stakeholders to prioritize their own agenda. The process of reconciling different priorities and conflict of
interest is complicated. Exploration of the relational dimension involves understanding how design
process and outcomes can influence the relationships of the stakeholders and vice versa. And this
unavoidably touches on some of the politics mentioned above.

(3) Collaborations with communities or organizations

Design research has a tradition of involving users and stakeholders. User-centered research methods
are often employed to ensure design solutions match users' needs and wants. This is particularly
important for service design research since service users are sometimes the co-producers of service
(Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry 1985) (Cottam and Leadbeater 2004) (Maffei, Mager, and Sangiorgi
2005). The use of participatory service design methods in the research process strengthens the PhD
research’s outcomes and contributions. Collaborations with communities of users (whether actual or
potential) or organizations should be explored in the research design to increase user involvement and
potential impact.

Action research can be a useful methodology in this context. Hult and Lennung (1980) have a succinct
definition: “Action research simultaneously assists in practical problem-solving and expands scientific
knowledge, as well as enhances the competencies of the respective actors, being performed
collaboratively in an immediate situation using data feedback in a cyclical process aiming at an
increased understanding of a given social situation, primarily applicable for the understanding of change
processes in social systems and undertaken within a mutually acceptable ethical framework.” (Hult and
Lennung 1980, 247)
In terms of research methods, in recent PhD research studies conducted in The Service Design Mini Centre for Doctoral Training at Loughborough University, for example, photo elicitation and cultural probes are suggested as research methods to explore the dynamics of emotional interactions between tourists and local community from the participants’ point of view (Tamada, Lo and Mitchell 2015); customer journey mapping is incorporated into semi-structured interviews with business travelers to map out opportunities for encouraging selection of sustainable transport service (Murad, Selby and Ross 2015); the research methods of video elicitation and photo elicitation are piloted to find out triggers that evoke people’s pleasant and unpleasant experiences in homes within a local community (Corrigan-Doyle, Escobar-Tello and Lo 2015); also, stakeholder interviews with NHS staff and healthcare service users are conducted. This will be followed by testing of visualization tools for use in participatory design in healthcare service (Canham, Jun and Selby 2015). It must be clarified that these methods are given as examples to illustrate collaboration with communities and organizations, not as prescriptive methods. Other collaborative methods are also applicable.

In terms of challenge, trust-based partnerships with communities or organizations need time to develop. Given the short research period of a PhD degree, building trust in collaborations can be challenging. Nonetheless, initiation of collaborations through PhD research can be perceived positively as the trigger for building more long-term research partnerships for future research studies. These collaborations can happen during recruitment of research participants, co-design of service systems, testing of service concepts, or application of proposed service systems.

(4) Service supported by hybrid touchpoints

As part of the research outcomes, the PhD student should be encouraged to propose a service system or suggest service improvements that utilize hybrid touchpoints to support social innovation. Information communication technologies (ICT), particularly those that make use of peer-to-peer technology and
social media, can facilitate the reach and uptake of social innovations as well as foster community participation (Kaletka et al. 2012) (Rahman and Smith 2014) (Charalabidis, Loukis and Androutsopoulou 2014).

Instead of looking at online and offline service components as separate entities, it is more helpful to examine a pair of online and offline service components as a “hybrid touchpoint” (Lo 2014) when designing or analysing relational service for social innovation. A hybrid touchpoint is a pair of online and offline service touchpoints that connects service users. The online component often involves the use of peer-to-peer digital media. User interactions usually start online and trigger offline real-life interactions. Both online and offline components support each other in achieving service goals under a relational theme. The framework of hybrid touchpoints for relational service (Lo 2014) outlines the relationships between relational theme, service goals, hybrid touchpoints and enabled interactions. Figure 2 shows the framework.

![Figure 2: Framework of hybrid touchpoints for relational service.](image)

Figure 2 Framework of hybrid touchpoints for relational service (Original work by Kathy Pui Ying Lo, updated version based on Lo 2014)

The framework can be applied as an analytical tool in service design research or a practical tool in service design process. An example is the social innovation called “Crop Club” (previously named “Eat Me!”) (Lo 2014). The relational theme of Crop Club is sharing. One of its service goals is to share fruits
and vegetables in local communities. This is achieved through two pairs of hybrid touchpoints. The first pair is participatory digital maps (online) and visits to growers (offline). Geotagging of sharable fruits on participatory digital maps encourages real-life visits to gardens and allotments in the local community. The second pair of hybrid touchpoint is online network and real-life sharing events for swapping or giveaways. The online community interactions can trigger face-to-face exchange of fruits and vegetables. These hybrid touchpoints enable interactions of give and take, community contribution and gratitude.

One challenge is the temptation to focus on the ICT component rather than the user interactions or relational elements of the service. As design research often has a heavy practice element, the PhD researcher could be easily carried away in producing the ICT component. The PhD researcher needs to be aware that the use of ICT is a means but not an end. The ultimate aim should be to facilitate user participation by integrating service users’ online and real-life interactions. Another challenge is the dynamic nature of communication on open and unmediated online social platforms. The PhD researchers should be mindful of ethical implications when using social media as part of the service components that support social innovation.

(5) Potential for social impact

Impact, defined as “an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia” (Research Excellence Framework 2012a), is playing an increasingly important role in the evaluation of academic research quality, particularly in countries that allocate funding to higher education institutions based on research performance and award research grants with consideration of potential for impact (Donovan 2011). For example, in the Research Excellence Framework, the recent research assessment of higher education institutions in the U.K., aspects of social impact are defined as civil society, cultural life, economic
prosperity, education, policy making, public discourse, and public services. The criteria for assessing social impact include: Reach — the extent and/or diversity of the organizations, communities and/or individuals who have benefited from the impact, and significance — the degree to which the impact enriched, influenced, informed or changed the policies, practices, understanding or awareness of organizations, communities or individuals. (Research Excellence Framework 2012b)

Service design PhD research in the social innovation context might involve proposing solutions to social problems, designing service to improve aspects of community life, and suggesting social practices that enhance cultural harmony etc. As early-career academic researchers, PhD students need to understand and highlight the potential impact of their research. The PhD researcher should be encouraged to examine their research’s potential for impact in terms of reach and significance in aspects of civil society, cultural life, economic prosperity, education, policy-making, public discourse, and public services. Articulation of potential for impact in research contributions not only improves quality of research but also paves the way for further research possibilities beyond graduation.

The main challenge is the difficulty in “measuring” the impact or qualifying it short-term, particularly for an intensive research degree like doctoral study. That said, it is still worthwhile to examine potential impact that is not immediately measurable. An understanding of the potential for impact can lead to a stronger thesis and opportunities for follow-up research that reveals long-term impact.

**Current PhD research topics**

The Service Design Mini Centre for Doctoral Training at Loughborough University is carrying out PhD research projects under the umbrella themes of innovation, travel and wellbeing. Two of the current research projects are particularly relevant to social innovations: (1) Service innovation for improving travelers’ experience: This research study uses service design approach to investigate travel services
enabled by the sharing economy, with the aims of improving emotional experiences and harmonizing relationships between tourists and local communities (Tamada, Lo and Mitchell 2015). (2) Social innovation for happiness and sustainability: This research study explores social innovation in domestic experiences that will challenge existing ideas of “home” and help people achieve sustainable lifestyles, foster social interactions and enhance happiness (Corrigan-Doyle, Escobar-Tello and Lo 2015). The Service Design Mini Centre for Doctoral Training’s other PhD research projects include: digital service that utilizes persuasive visualization to foster the uptake of sustainable transport (Murad, Selby and Ross 2015) and information visualization for health service co-design (Canham, Jun and Selby 2015).

**Conclusion: Springboard for meaningful contributions**

PhD education is a phase of critical inquiry that requires research students to generate knowledge and make contributions. This paper has proposed five educational emphases that facilitate social innovations in service design PhD research. Their challenges are also discussed. PhD supervisors can choose to apply these emphases selectively based on the relevance to their students’ research topics. In response to social and cultural complexities surrounding service design, as well as the constant demand for social innovations, it is beneficial to engender a sense of mission for social sustainability and equip students with necessary knowledge and methods, so that students are empowered to contribute meaningfully in fostering positive transformations through service design and social innovation. The PhD research journey becomes meaningful not only in the sense of contributing to the broader vision of social sustainability, but also through collaborating with communities or organizations, which might lead to service improvements or new service systems that represent a step towards positive social transformations.
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